Holly Berry House Originals

The Seven Sensational Circles

The Celebration Ball

The Seven Sensational Circles do many wonderful things,
not the least of which is the amazing Celebration Ball.
Also amazing are the small, triangular ornaments that
will even open to expose a small advent calendar gift,…or
any special gift, or the double-sided decorative candy
dish. The magic of these circles are the equal, curved and
decorated side panels that fold both directions and are
happy to be attached to each other in a variety of ways.
They are also quite happy to lie flat as a beautiful coaster
or be layered for a beautiful greeting card. The creative
inspiration is the ever so amazing geodesic dome

Instructions
The Celebration Ball: The Celebration Ball is a
spectacular decoration when carefully painted, glittered and
embellished with cascading ribbons. It is the perfect touch
for a wedding, an anniversary, a shower, a birthday or even
just a
happy gift for a friend.
#1 Stamp in permanent ink or emboss twenty of sensational
circles. Carefully cut out the inner circle inside the two outer
lines. Take time to enjoy painting each one and embellishing
with glitter.
#2 Score each of the three narrow channels on each circle so
the curved side can be bent upwards.
#3 Glue five circles together around a common point in the
middle, one flap to another. Do this twice, one for the top of
the ball and one for the bottom.
(See photo illustration)

#4 Prepare the remaining ten circles to be glued together by
lining them up in a row, alternating the triangles. Glue
together making sure the edges line up perfectly with each
other. (See photo illustration)
#5 After making a loop and running your ribbon through
the center of the five circles for the top, start attaching the
ten circles to the top five circles by carefully gluing flap to
flap.
#6 After threading the ribbon through the center of the
bottom five, attach the bottom five to the center ten by
carefully glueing flap to flap.

#7 Once the ball is completed embellish with more ribbons
and beads. Celebrate!

